Use This Version Where Burning IS Permitted

1.1 Environmental Control

1.1.1 Campsites

Prior to the establishment of a campsite and roads providing access thereto or for other camp uses, the Contractor shall obtain the approval of the Consultant and contact the following local Official(s):

Contact information

Debris resulting from the clearing undertaken in such areas shall be piled and burned and areas left in a tidy condition in accordance with the Forest and Prairie Protection Act and regulations. All campsites shall be kept in a neat and sanitary condition at all times.

Flammable debris from the Contractor's campsite operations may be disposed of by burning. All non-flammable debris shall be disposed of at an approved location.

Prior to the abandonment of a campsite, the Contractor shall obtain a "Reclamation Clearance" from the above local Official(s).

1.1.2 Control of Equipment

The Contractor shall carefully control all equipment and work operations so that his operations do not extend beyond the designated working limits unless otherwise specifically authorized by the Consultant.

1.1.3 Burning

Prior to burning any trees, garbage or other materials, the Contractor shall contact the following local Official(s):

Contact information

Conditions under which burning is permitted will be given at this time.

Upon instructions from the above Official(s), the Consultant may request that the Contractor maintain a patrol on site during the time that burning is in progress. All costs associated with the supply of men and equipment for these patrols will be considered incidental to the Work, and no separate or additional payment will be made.

At the conclusion of burning and prior to the formal release of liability to the Contractor, a joint inspection will be made of the project by the Contractor, the Consultant, and the applicable local Official(s). Before this inspection takes place, the Contractor shall ensure that all fires are extinguished. The Contractor will be held responsible for damage resulting from improperly extinguished fires.

1.1.4 Historical Resources
Pursuant to Section 31 of the Historical Resources Act, the Contractor shall notify the Consultant immediately in the event that any palaeontological or historical resources are discovered during the course of construction. Pursuant to information from the appropriate governing body, it may be necessary for the Department to issue further instructions regarding the documentation of these resources.

**Use This Version Where Burning IS NOT Permitted**

1.2 **ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL**

1.2.1 **Campsites**

Prior to the establishment of a campsite and roads providing access thereto or for other camp uses, the Contractor shall obtain the approval of the Consultant and contact the following local Official(s):

**Contact information**

Debris resulting from the clearing undertaken in such areas shall be disposed of in an approved manner and areas left in a tidy condition in accordance with the Forest and Prairie Protection Act and regulations. All campsites shall be kept in a neat and sanitary condition at all times.

Garbage and other debris from the Contractor's campsite operations shall be disposed of at an approved location.

Prior to the abandonment of a campsite, the Contractor shall obtain a "Reclamation Clearance" from the above local Official(s).

1.2.2 **Control of Equipment**

The Contractor shall carefully control all equipment and work operations so that his operations do not extend beyond the designated working limits unless otherwise specifically authorized by the Consultant.

1.2.3 **Burning**

Burning will not be permitted under this Contract.

1.2.4 **Historical Resources**

Pursuant to Section 31 of the Historical Resources Act, the Contractor shall notify the Consultant immediately in the event that any palaeontological or historical resources are discovered during the course of construction. Pursuant to information from the appropriate governing body, it may be necessary for the Department to issue further instructions regarding the documentation of these resources.